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TRANSFER OPERATIONS WITH TRITIUM - A REVIEW 

C. L. Folkers and V. P. Gede 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, University of California 

Livermore, California 94550 

ABSTRACT 
r.ontrolled thennonucl .-;:r reactors will involve pumping operations with 

tritium that may involve pressures ranging from submillipascals to megapascals. 
A variety of pumps are available that can cover portions of this range, and 
these can be staged to cover the entire pressure range. Some of these pumps 
can be adapted to virtually any size requirement currently anticipated. 
Special attention must be paid to operating features and construction 
materials. 

This work, was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Energy Research 
& Development Administration. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tritium is one of the most disagreeable fluids to pump because it is 

hiyhly active chemically, radioactive, and very expensive; therfore pumping 

operations must be accomplished that exclude all contaminants without loss of 

tritium. Controlled thermonuclear reactor (CTR) applications may involve 

pressure ranges from submillipascals to megapascals. To cover this range, 

several pumping stages must be used. 

Certain features are common to the pumps described here for tritium 

service, such as no moving shaft seals and no organic fluids or elastomer 

seals. We will not consider here certain vacuum pumps that do not conveniently 

yield tritium after pumping, such as the titanium sublimation pump. 

For our purpose, we will classify pumps as either general service 

compression pumps or as special purpose pumps. The latter are simply of more 

limited application because of either their mode of operation or their 

available sizes. 

Compression Pumps 

liquid helium cryopumps are sinply surfaces chilled to 4.2 K to freeze 

tritium. Surfaces used require low eriissivities and may include polished 

copper and aluminum, as well as silver-plated stainless steel. The liquid 

helium reservoir is jacketed by a liquid nitrogen chamber, having o chevron or 

other baffle at the inlet (see Figure 1). 

The ultimate pressure for these cryopumps is determined by the hydrogen 

isotopes present at 4.2 K as shown in Table I. If we assume a sticking 

coefficient of one for the cryotrap surface, the maximum pumping speed equals 

the conductance of an equivalent orifice: 

T 1/2 , 
S = 3.64 A (-9p) , <./s - cr, , max M 
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whr-re A = surface area, en ; T , - teisiperature, K.; and "1 - molecular weight. 
gas 3 2 Maximum speeds are also listed in Table I, expressed as m/s (m /s - m surface 

area), /is a practical matter, pumping speeds are ofter limited by inlet 
conductances, and working pressures /nay range from < 0.1 to 100 mPa (~10 to 
10" 3 Torr). 

Uffgassinr;, or compression, is achieved by wanning the cryopump surfaces 
to 20 r., with resulting vapor pressures for the isotopes shown in Table II. 
The modest temperature change needed will permit relatively rapid cycling of 
these cryopuraps. They 4<*e well suited for large volume applications requiring 
high speeds, such as CTR injector arrays. 

Cryosorption pumps are cryopumps tnat contain a surface active material 
such as charcoal or molecular sieve bondea to the cryogenic surface. Operation 
at temperatures in the range of 15 to 25 K will give ultimate pressures 
similar to those for cryopumps at 4.2 K. However, the cryosorption materials 
must be heated much higher to desorb fully; temperatures up to 523 K may be 
needed with molecular sieve, Cryosorption pumps are more suitable for 
applications that do not require rapid cycling. 

The mercury vapor diffusion pump was invented by Gaede in 1915. The 
present concept, in which the mercury vapor jet is promptly condensed, is 

4 attributed to Langmuir. 
A modern mercury diffusion pump is snown in Fig. 2. Mercury as a fluid is 

nonreactive with tritium, and thus provides gooo service in moderate- to 
high-vacuum conditions. Models presently available have speeds ranging from 2 
to 10,00U t/s and all have ultimate pressures below 0.1 mPa (8 x 10 Torr). 
Host models will tolerate nigh backing pressures, ranging up to 0.5 kPa (4 Torr). 

Mercury vapor ejector pumps are multistage punps operating at high boiler 
pressures to achieve high backing pressures. Ejector pumps are not true 
diffusion pumps, since the gas being pumped is usually in laminar or turbulent 
flow. 
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Potver and Dennis have described a three-stage pump (see Fig. 3), with 

a boiler pressure of 53 kPa (400 Torr), that can pump against a backing 

pressure of 13 kPa (100 Torr). This pu-ip has an ultimate pressure of 
_3 

- 0.13 Pa (1 x 10 Torr) but other versions can pump to <0.1 mP.t. Cjectnr 

pumps ire well suited to back up diffusion pumps since their high backing 

pressures can be staged to a variety of other pumps. 

All lines to mercury pmips must be protected against mercury vapor. This 

can usually be done by some kind of chilled baffle or trap. Vapor pressures 

for mercury at several temperatures are given in Table III. 
* 

Wabble pumps were especially developed by SRTI for the french nuclear 

industry to accommodate radioactive and other hazardous gases. Compression is 

achieved by a piston with a wabble motion similar to a nutating piston, shown 

in Figs. 4 and 5. Eacn side of the piston has inlet and exhaust ports without 

valves. The piston wabbles but does not rotate, and shaft seals are avoided by 

sealing the chamber with a metal bellows. 

Wabble pumps have high speeds, especially at low compressions as 

circulation pumps. Performance curves for three models are shown in Fig. 6, 

with the pumping speed plotted as a function of the 'P, at a constant 

atmospheric discharge pressure. Other curves show effective pumping at inlet 
3 2 

pressures as low a? 1 to 10 Pa (8 x 10 to 8 x 10 Torr). Wabble pumps can 

be staged in series to achieve higher compression, and can be used in series 

with diffusion or ejector pumps to give pressures up to 100 kPa (1 atm). 
"~* 
Societe de Recherches Techniques et Industrielles, Route de Guyancourt, 

78530 Euc, France. The itorth American representative is Airco Temescal Uiv., 

Air Reduction, Inc., Berkeley, Calif. Reference to a company or product name 

does not imply approval or recommendation of the product by the University of 

California or the U. S. Energy Research & Development Administration to the 

exclusion of others that may be suitable. 
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i/iaj)nrti<jiii 5PJijii-essp_rjs use a metal diaphragm pulsed by hydraulic fluid to 

comprev. the <)as, as shown in Fit;. 7. Double diaphragms with a sensing port in 

between to detect leakage can be used for tritium service. 

Displacements cover a wide ramie up to at least 28 ./s. Inlet pressures 

• .m !>« A ; low as 1.3 'tPa (10 Totr). Multistage pumps can provide discharge 

pressures well over 1 MPa (10 a tin) far beyond our anticipated CTR needs tor 

t''it)u!>< service. 

Special Purpose Pumps 

Tne original ToepJer_jMjnip was devised by Geissier in about 1855. It 

consisted of a vessel that was alternately filled and emptied of mercury, 

connected to the chamber Deing evacuated and to the atmosphere by stopcocks. 

Toepler eliminated the stopcocks and used mercury to make all seals. A 

modified form is shown in Fig. S. 

W« have used Toepler pumps patterned after Urry and Urry i-i which 

.inUmatic operation is controlled by electrical circuits that are completed 

througn contact with the mercury reservoir, as in rig. 9. With all mercury in 

the lower chamucr.. tne circuit is completed through electrodes 1 and <?; 

compressed air introductd at A drives the mercury into the upper chamber. 

Ihi'. seals the inlet tube at B and drives the gas through the outlet valve 

until mercury closes tne circuit through electrodes 1 and 3. Then compressed 

,ni- is shut off and vacuum from a mechanical pump is introduced at A, 

returning the mercury to the lower chamber, and finally opening the inlet tube 

at (5. Mercury present at both float valves seals them. 

Toepler pumps have s'ow speeds and ultimate pressures are in the order of 

1 P.i (fi x 10 Tore). They are now used p,-warily for collecting gas samples. 

These pum,;;- are usually made of glass so that their use with tritium is 

limited to at mast a few curies for reasons of safety. We have used Toep'ler 

pumps for many years with gas burettes for gas sampling with excellent results. 

*Tritium has 2.7 Ci/cm3 STP. 



The iK''.e-n2.e.'.i,.t'f•'lJ, consists of a snail tube through which mercury flows in 

a Succssiun of drops, entraining tne >:as to be pumped, as shown in Fig, 10. 

Kenan bprengel invented the pump bearim; lis name in about 1K55. Many 

variations have been developed, and Uaran even devised a :wo-stage pump with 

automatic operation." 

A modern Sprenqel pun.p is shown in Fig. li. '-lercury is moved up a central 

tube by a piston with a metal bellows. Pumping speeds fall sharply at low 
_3 

pressures and ultimate pressures less tnan •• 1 Pa (8 x 10 Torr) take a long 

time. Maximum pressure is general ly '.tuen as -100 kPa, but the maxiaum 

pressure rise is actually determined by the height of the falling mercury 

LOIUEII. These pumps are useful for both circulation and transfer (compression! 

operations. 

bpremjel pumps entrain mercury droplets in the gas being pumped, in one 

case, we hd-je successfully use'4 a snail cyclone separator to remove mercury 
9 drops. Hickman has proposed a gallium-filled Sprengel pump for tritium 

operations to eliminate the presence of viercury vapor. 

Metal bellows pumps correspond to piston compressors, except that a 

sealed metal bellows (see Fig. 12) is used instead of a conventional piston 

and cylinder. A model incorporating secondary containment that is suitable for 

cr it JUKI service is shown in Fig. 13. 

Inlet pressures range from 17 to 50 kPa (125 to 375 lorr) while outlet 

pressures reach 300 kPa (3 atn). Maximum speeds are all less than 3 /s. 

Metal bellows pumps are suitable for circulation and transfer operations cf 

limited size and/or intermittent operation. 

* 
Metal Bellows Corporation, 1075 Providence Highway, Sharon, 

Massachusetts 02067. 



:;i_,ijihi\t<jcf/••eteyip'j pyipp^ are s imi lar to diaphragm compressors, as shoi'rt 

in ! i.(. U . Double didi>hr»(jrs ,-jith censing ports between them are also 

.iv.ii L ib le. There is usually an adjustable l inkage to vary the length o f 

n/dr,iul u piston s t roke, and thus the displacement of the diaphragm. The 

pistons are usually geared to produce 1 or 2 strokes per second, 

THese pumps are of par t i cu la r in terest fo r small Metered f lows , such as 

to ce r ta in ana ly t ica l instruments. For these uses, s izet are general ly less 

fhan ?0 cm /;. Compression may be l im i ted because the dead volume in the 

metering he.td is of ten U r g e ; however, diaphragm pumps can operate over a 

iiru.ni pressure range, DeMnning at <10 kPa (<75 To r r ) . Some appl icat ions may 

require that the flow pulses be dampened. 

c.'"y.0ku.mP.i.nS a n d thrnaqputcpimj simply involve f i l l i n g a container ?t one 

temperature ai,d venting i t a t a higher tempeiature and pressure. A container 

i i l l e d at -196 C and wanned to roon; temperature would idea l l y increase the 

;ire',:ure of the gas by a facto 1" of 3.8. 
a 

At least one company has made a commercial thermopump, shown in Fig. 15. 

Two toils are used in se-ies as containers. They are alternately cycled from 

roon. tenperature to 315 I'., (.iving each stage a maximum compression factor of 

:-', .ntual compressions ate somewhat less to achieve a reasonable speed while 

expanding tne gas into some final container (not shown). These pumps can be 

operated over the range of -10 kPa (75 Torr) to >1 MPa (10 atro). For 

tritium service, the ruptjre device would have ro be vented to a tank for 

later recovery. 

* 
Pressure Products Industries, Hatboro, Pennsylvania. 

http://iiru.ni
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Canstruction Features 
Recently we have focused special attention on the quality of materials 

used an4 the quality of wslds in fabricating equipment for tritium service, 
structural materials in contact with triti:mt should, in general, be limited to 
stainless steels, aluminum, or oxygen-free high-conductivity copper. Joints 
should be made by welding or by brazing with low-cadmium silver solder. 
Special attention must be given to material compatibility if mercury will also 
be present. 

Most of our equipment for multigram tritium service i«, now being made 
from special quality 316 stainless steel. Specified metallurgical processes 
are used, and particular attention is paid to chemical composition, grain 
size, and inclusions. Such material is literally followed from furnace to 
final installation. Even welding wire is specially made from this saose 
material, and welders are specifically trained to weld equipment for tritium 
service. 

Organic and elastomer materials will be degraded in contact with tritium, 
and will also contaminate the tritium by isotopic exchange. 0-ring seals must 
be repltced with metal seals. Suitable materials include 304 and A 2 % 
stainless steels that have been plated with qold, silver, or led. Soft i-on 
gaskets with knife-edge flanges have also been used with tritium and should be 
suitable in the presence of mercury. 

Finally, components having a high risk of failure (e.g., metal bellows) 
are enclosed in a secondary container. This was shown earlier with the metal 
bellows pump in Fig. 13. 
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Conc;usions 

!''.>n'.;t-i- N|,ei",iti.,ni involv ing t r i t i u m can be accomplished by using a 

v. i rn-w „ t PMI'.JA jc -s f ibed above. Ey staging pumps, t r i t i j m can be puinpeo from 

' ';.) i'n i -10* Ton") to » 1 MPa '10 a tn ) . These pumps can be Sized to 

/ i « r , , , ! ' y ,,m UK or other t r i t i u v app l i ca t ion . Close a t ten t ion must be paid 

tu tut- . (iters,)is and Methods of fabr ica t ion for t r i t i u m service. 
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Tuble I. Ultimate Pressures and Maximum Pumping Speeds for Hydrogen Isotopes 

with Liquid Helium Cryopumps at 4.2 K. 

* 
Isotope P, mpa (Torr) S , m/s 

H 2 5 x 10" Z (4 x 10'7) 230 

0 2 7 x 10" 7 (5 x 10~ 1 2) 160 

T ? 4 x l(f9 (3 x 10'1") 130 
r.... __ _ . _ _ _ 
i« /s - in surface area 
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Table II. Offgassing Pressures for Hydrogen Isotopes at 20 K. 

Isotope Pressure, kPa (Torr) 

H 2 90 (676) 
0 2 29 (221) 
T ? 16 ()?0) 
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Table 111. Vapor Pressure of Mercury. 

T, "C Pressure, Pa (Torr) 

25 
0 

-30 
-78 
-196 

0.24 (1.8 x 10" 3 ) 

0.024 (1.8 x 10" 4 ) 
-4 6 x 1 0 ' (4.8 x 10~ 6) 

4 x 10" 7 (3 x 10 " 9 ) 

< i o - 2 7 ( < i o - 2 9 ) 
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FICURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Liquid hel iurn cryopump. 

Fig. 2. Mercury vapor diffusion pump. 

Fig. 3. Mercury vapor ejector pump. 

Fig. 4. Wabble pump cross-section. Courtesy of SRTl, Buc, France. 

Fig. 5. Wabble pump cut-away view. Courtesy of SRTl, Buc, France. 

Fig. 6. Performance curves for wabble pumps at constant outlet pressure of 

101.3 kPa (760 Torr). Pumping speeds ate for air. Courtesy of SRTl, 

Buc, France. 

Fig. 7. Diaphragm compressor. Courtesy of Pressure Products Industries, 

Hatboro, Pennsylvania. 

Fig. 8. Principle of the Toepler pump. Sketched after Encyclopedia 

Britannica. 

Fig. 9. Automatic Toepler pump. Sketched after [)rry ana urry. 

Fig. 10. Principle of the Sprengel pump. Sketched after Waran. 

Fig. 11. Multi-tube Sprengel pump, metal construction. 

Fig. 12. Metal bellows pump. Courtesy of Metal Bellows Company, Sharon, 

Massachusetts. 

Fig. 13. Metal bellows pump with secondary containment of the welded bellows 

assembly. Courtesy of Ketai Bellows Company, Sharon, Massachusetts. 

Fig. 14. Diaphragm metering pump. Sketched after Pulsafeeder Products, 

Interpace Corporation, LeRoy, ilew York. 

Fig. 15. Thermopump for operation between 25° and 315'C. Courtesy of Pressure 

Products Industries, Hatboro, Pennsylvania. 
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Folkers - Fig. 1 
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Folkers - Fig. 2 
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Inlet 

Folkers - Fig. 8 
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Folkers - F ig . 9 
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Folkers - Fig. 11 
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